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Undersøgelser foretaget på baggrund af et stort udsnit af materialet 
er altså mindre sårbare over for autenticiteten af den enkelte strofe. 
Omvendt skal man huske på, at strofer, der omtaler historiske begi-
venheder, idealer, sociale relationer og æstetiske præferencer, ikke 
nødvendigvis skal være digtet i vikingetiden for at afspejle vikingetiden. 
Skjaldedigtningens tankemønstre bevares over tid i det formaliserede 
sprog, og visse skelsættende begivenheder bliver ved med at være et 
tema i den yngre skjaldedigtning. 

Skjaldedigtningen fremlægges i disse år i en tilgængelig såvel som en 
filologisk forsvarlig udgave, men hvis materialet skal udnyttes af vikinge-
tidsforskere, kræver det formentlig også udvikling af en metodologi, 
der i højere grad end tidligere tager højde for materialets egenart.  

 
SUMMARY

Chronicle and Art  
Old Norse Skaldic Poetry as a Source for Viking Age History

A substantial part of skaldic poetry reports on important historical events and 
was composed by skalds contemporary with and close to those events. Apart 
from runic stones, other contemporary sources are scarce, so it is remarkable 
that skaldic poetry is largely neglected by Viking Age scholars. In an article 
from 2006 the Danish historian Niels Lund put forth a series of arguments as 
to why skaldic poetry is problematic as historical source material for the Viking 
Age. These arguments form the starting-point of the present article. For pur-
poses of clarity they are divided into four sections: 1) the difficulties of inter-
preting skaldic poetry; 2) the problems regarding transmission; 3) the lack of 
precise dating criteria; and 4) the blurring of referentiality by the ambiguities 
of poetic language. 

Although none of these observations are wrong, they do not provide a full 
picture of the situation either. Some of the objections are met by the new editi-
on of the complete skaldic corpus, the publication of which began after Lund’s 
article. 

However, it is also important to note that Old Norse society was in fact ca-
pable of oral transmission of a great quantity of information and that medie-
val historiographers regarded skaldic verse as an important source to the past. 
Furthermore, although it is impossible to date skaldic poetry with any certainty 
there is no convincing evidence that it was not, as a rule, composed in the Vi-
king Age. On the contrary, preserved manuscripts present clear evidence that 
text handed down in metric form is older than the prose narratives. Finally, 
the source value of the skaldic corpus depends on the type of knowledge one 
seeks to establish on the basis of the material. For example, single stanzas re-
porting about specific events are more susceptible to doubt than the results of 
an investigation of a larger assemblage of stanzas concerning matters related to 
ideology or material culture.


